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**Technical Data**

Upright PEX stapler for rigid foam insulation. Applies PEX tubing staples in either 2”, 1.5”, or 1” foam insulation. One handle depression applies one staple.

**Product Information and Application Use**

RHT PEX tubing stapler securely fastens PEX to rigid foam insulation. Stapler will accommodate two sizes of staples and will work with PEX pipe diameters ½” to 5/8”. The 2017 staple will work with 1.5” or 2” foam, and the 2006 staple will work with 1” or 1.5” foam. The stapler magazine will hold 72 staples and has a weight that assists with loading. The ergonomic upright walking stick design allows for a quick painless operation. For proper function of stapler loading, do not remove the tape strip from the staples.

Use 3mm allen key to adjust for staple thickness.

Available Staples:

- **2006**
  - 7/8”
  - 1 5/8”
  - 1”

- **2017**
  - 1 1/4”
  - 2”
  - 2”